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Chess pieces values points

The value of a chess piece indicates how it relates to the value of different chess pieces. Every piece has different strengths and weaknesses, so they are evaluated differently. Let's see what a piece of chess is worth! Here's what you need to know about fragment values: What are chess piece values? Chess piece values give us relative value for each piece.
This information will help you determine which pieces you need to trade for other pieces, how to evaluate exchanges, and how your computer engine evaluates your location! These point values do not determine who wins the game (the goal of chess is to provide a checkmate, not capture most pieces). However, chess piece values give you a good idea of
which players are better or win, or whether the position is level. As mentioned chess piece values, each piece has a different value. It is not surprising that the fragment value is directly linked to the strength of the piece. Pawns are worth 1 point, knights or bishops are worth 3 points, Luke is worth 5 points, and queens are worth 9 points. The king is the only
piece that has no point value. Because you can't catch a king (the attacking king is in check), but also because checking the king is the real goal of the chess game. The engine evaluation engine provides evaluation based on numerical allocation. These assessments are directly correlated with chess piece values! For example, a +1 rating means that White
is one point ahead (pawn value), while a -1 rating means Black is one point ahead. If the computer engine evaluates the position to +5, White leads by a rook! Engines often provide ratings with decimal points such as -1.5. This should be interpreted as black one step ahead. Exchanging exchange test pieces can be tricky! Equal exchanges, such as trading
pawns for pawns or queens for queens, are fine when it comes to sculptural value - but what about the queen of both Rooks? Well, the Queen is worth 9 points, and the two Rooks are worth 10 points! In some cases, the queen is better than the two rooks, but such situations are rare. A common exchange is to trade two small pieces (knight or bishop) for
Luke and Pawn. We're trading 6 points to 6 points, but it doesn't necessarily make the exchange the same! Other elements of the location must be taken into account. In the following locations, Black made common errors in trading knights and bishops for Nxf2 and White's Luke and f-pawns. In general, two minor pieces are worth more than Luke and Pawn.
In the diagram below, we can see where it occurs after the exchange on f2: two minor pieces of white are more active than Black's Luke and Pawn. The slightest piece of white is stronger than Black's Luke and Pawn. In most cases, simple math can help us determine which exchanges and exchanges we should pursue. should be avoided. Let's try the test!
Where should Black capture Luke at h6 with Rh6. White directing a dark square in c1? Does White need to capture a rook on h6? Example! White needs to capture Luke at h6 with the manager in c1 because luke is worth five points while the manager is worth three points. Let's try another one! At the following location, should the Queen of White capture
Luke on the e8 square? Should a white queen capture Luke in an e8? Yes, you need to capture Luke on Whitee8! The point is that White is getting two rooks for the Queen (9 points to 10 points), but more importantly, checkmates will soon follow in the 8th position because the King of Black is in great danger. Here's where Black is after the Queen and White
took over in e8: White will checkmate Black on the next move! Bottom line you now know what chess piece values mean, what their relative value is, how engine evaluation is linked to chess piece values, and how to evaluate exchanges. Enjoy this new information when implementing it on the chessboard! Bullet chess chess board king chess pieces are
assigned certain points to show how valuable they are. This point is shown in the table below: Chessman name symbol value Queen Q 9 point luke. R 5 point bishop B 3 point article N 3 points von P 1 point table you can see that the queen is worth 9 points and the pawn store is worth 1 point. This tells us that the Queen is more important than pawns.
Bishops and knights are worth three points, but bishops are generally considered to be worth slightly more than knights. However, it depends on the board's position. At a location where the center is blocked by a pawn, the article (which can jump over this pawn) may be better than a bishop who needs an open diagonal to operate efficiently. In the diagram
below, White can capture the Queen or bishop with Luke. The Queen is worth nine points and the bishop is worth three. So it would be better if White caught the Queen, because the Queen is more valuable than the bishop. In the following chart, the article can capture the director or Luke. When White captures any one piece, the article is captured back to
the pawn store. Is capturing one of the pieces still a good idea? If White catches the director, she loses the article. So we scored 3 points and lost 3. It will be an equal exchange. No one got anything. But it's a good exchange to catch Luke because if he catches luke, he gets five points and loses only three! Now let's look at the following diagram: Should
white capture the black light? If White Knight catches the Black Knight, the Black Pawn could take the White Knight and it would be an equal exchange. However, let's get a little closer to the location. Black Night is under attack from Knights of White, Bishops, Queens and Luke. Therefore attacked four times. It is being defended three times by Blackphone,
bishop and queen. White can beat your phone by playing 1.Nxd5 cxd5 2.Bxd5 Bxd5 3.Qxd5 Qxd5 4.Rxd5. In general, it is recommended that you capture fragments of the smallest value first. If White played 1.Qxd5 black, he could answer with 1...cxd5 2.Nxd5, and Black wouldn't have to keep exchanging pieces. White lost the Queen and got knights and
pawns. This is not good! Counting the number of times a piece attacks and defends is a good way to work out whether capture is wise. If a piece strikes more times than a defense, you can capture it and get something. If a sculptor attacks something with the same or less, you won't get anything. When applying this rule, you should also remember the value
of the part. It wouldn't be great to beat the knights and pawns against the Queen! In the following diagram, White Knight is attacking a pawn on an e5, but is being defended by an article in c6. White can still beat pawns by capturing defensive articles. 1.Bxc6 dxc6 2.Nxe5 wins the pawn. Some good advice on chess piece exchange is to exchange pieces if
you get material by doing so. Extra pawns can lead to one game. Swap non-pawn pieces when you have more material than your opponent. When you have a lot of pieces on the board, the effect of the extra pieces doesn't feel much. International Grand Master Arthur Visiere gives a graphic description. It's more like basketball or football, he said: Five
players sometimes have trouble scoring against four opposing players, but they're taken away from each team and a strong team will be easier to score with two players. If you have less material than your opponent, exchange pawns for carvings. If your opponent has a pawn with a knight, try to promote the pawn as she can not do a checkmate with only
articles. She doesn't have a knight and if she doesn't have a pawn, the game is drawn! To quote again Visgier, the small number of men each player has, becomes a threat from weak attacking players, and can easily become a defensive side to meet these threats. If the piece has a cramped position where there is not much room for movement, it is better to
exchange the pieces. Exchange some of them and others will have more room to move! Swap pieces if you weaken your opponent's pawn structure so. In chess, an index point-based evaluation system for chess pieces, chess piece relative value systems traditionally assign point values to each piece when evaluating the relative strength in a potential
exchange. These values help you determine how strategically valuable the piece is. They do not play an official role in the game, but they are useful for players and are also used in computer chess to help computers assess their location. The calculation of the value of the piece gives a rough idea of the state of play. Exact pieces It may vary depending on
the game situation and may be quite different from what is given here. In some positions, well-placed pieces may be worth much more than indicated by heuristics, while heavily placed pieces may be completely trapped and almost useless. Value almost always assigns a value of 1 point to the pawn (usually from the starting position to the average value of
the pawn). Computer programs often represent the value of fragments and positions in terms of 'centimeters' (cp), and a 100 cp = 1 pawn allows for strategic features of a position less than a single pawn, allowing for fractional no app review. Edward Lasker is difficult to compare the relative value of different pieces because they depend on the specificity of
the location... Nevertheless, he said that bishops and knights (small pieces) are the same, Luke is worth a small piece plus one or two pawns, the Queen is worth three small pieces or two rooks (Rasker 1915:11). This article use an all-you-can-see notation to describe chess behavior. The standard evaluation following table is the most common allocation of
point values (2006:24-25, 2006:24-25), (Sebastian &amp; De Firmian) Silman 1990:40), (Soltis 2004:6), (Silman 1998:340), (Pola &amp; Truong 2005:11). Symbol Peace von Knight Director Luke Quinn Value 1 3 3 5 5 9 The oldest derivative of the standard value is based on the previous work of Pietro Carrera (17:111), partly due to the Modernes School
(Ercol del Rio, Giambatista Raleigh, Domenico Lorenzo Ponziani) in the 18th century (Raleigh 1763:255). The king's value is not defined because it cannot be captured, let alone traded over the course of the game. Chess engines typically assign Kings random large values of more than 200 points, which indicates that king's inevitable losses due to
checkmates outweigh all other considerations (Levi &amp; Newborn 1991:45). In the last game, where there is generally little risk of a checkmate, the king's battle value is about four points (Lassyker 1934:73). In the last game, the Kings are more powerful than minor pieces, but less powerful than Luke. Julian Hodgson also values it on four points (Agard
2004:12). The king is good at attacking and defending nearby pieces and pawns. It is better to defend such fragments than to knights and to attack them than bishops (Ward 1996:13). This system has some drawbacks. The combination of pieces is not always the same as the sum of their parts; For example, two directors are usually worth slightly more than
directors and articles, and three minor pieces (9 points) are often two rooks (10 points) or queen (9 points) (2006:24), (Fine &amp; De Pumpian 2006:24) Benko slightly stronger than 2003:458, 582). Chess transformation theorist Betza has confirmed the 'leveling effect' of reducing the value of stronger pieces in the presence of relative weak pieces because
the latter's board mediates access to the board. The former is 1-to-1 to prevent value differences from evaporating by trading. The effect is that the three queens lose badly for seven knights, but the added piece value predicts that the Knights player is two articles that fall short of equality. In less exotic cases it explains why the Queen prefers Luke to deal with
the presence of a three minor imbalance, as Luke disturbs the Queen, but not too many minors. The evaluation of a piece depends on many parameters. For example, GM Larry Kaufman suggests the following values in the interim match: symbol peace von Knight director Luke Quinn values 1 3 1↔2 3 1↔2 5 1↔4 10 coach pairs are worth 7 1↔2, half the
individual value of that constituent director. The location of the piece also makes an important difference, for example the pawn near the edge is worth less than near the center, the pawn close to the promotion is worth much more, the piece that controls the center is worth more than the average, the trapped piece (bad bishop, etc.) is worth less. Alternative
assessments are most commonly given a 1-3-3-5-9 system of point totals, but many other systems in the evaluation piece have been proposed. Some systems give directors slightly more value than articles. Directors are usually slightly more powerful than articles, but not always. It depends on the location (Evans 1958:77,80) (Meyer 1997:7). The chess
playing program is given a value of 3 for articles and 3.4 for bishops (Meyer 1997:5). Alternative systems, Pawn = 1 Source Date Comment 3.1 3.3 5.9 7.9 2.2 Sarratt [Verification Required] 1813 (Round) Pawn changes from 0.7 to 1.3 [1][1] 3.05 3.50 5.48 9.94 Philidor 1817 also 1847[2] 19 century given by Peter (Hooper and Whyld 1992:439) 3.5 3.5 5.7
10.3 Bilgeer 1843 (Round) (Hooper &amp; Wild 1992:439)[3] 35 9-10 4 Lasker 193 4 [4] (Rasker 1934:73) 3↔2↔1⭐1↔2⭐1↔2⭐2↔1↔1↔1↔2⭐1↔2↔2↔1↔2↔ 1⁄2⁄1⁄2⁄1⁄2⁄1⁄2⁄1⁄2⁄1⁄2⁄1⁄2⁄1⁄2⁄1⁄2⁄1⁄1⁄1⁄1⁄1⁄1⁄1⁄1⁄1⁄1⁄2⁄1⁄1⁄2⁄1⁄1⁄2⁄1⁄1⁄2⁄1⁄2⁄1⁄2⁄1⁄2⁄1⁄2⁄1⁄2⁄1⁄2⁄1⁄2⁄1⁄2⁄1⁄2⁄1⁄2⁄1⁄1⁄1⁄1⁄2⁄1⁄1⁄1⁄1⁄1⁄1⁄1⁄1⁄1⁄1⁄1⁄1⁄1⁄1⁄1⁄1⁄2⁄ 1⭐1⭐1↔1⭐1⭐2⭐1↔2 10 Euwe 1944 (Yuwe &amp; Kramer
1994:11) 3 1⭐2 3 1↔2 5 8 1↔2 4 Lasker 1947 (round) King Side Luke and Bishop are rated better, Queenside Things Less[5] 3+ 5 9 Horowitz 1951 Bishop 3 Plus Small Fractions (Horowitz 1951:11), (Horowitz and Rothenberg 1963:19 3 1⭐2 3 1↔2 - 3↔4 10 4 Evans 1958 Bishop 3 3↔4 (Evans 1958] 3 3↔ for bishop pairs 4 (Evans 198).19.7 3 1⭐2 5 9
1⭐2 Stieflov (early Soviet chess program) 1961 (Soltis 2004:6) (Levi &amp; Newborn 1991:45) 3 3 3 1↔4 5 9 Fisher 1972 (Fisher, Fisher, Mosenfelder and Margulies 1972: 3 3 4 1↔14) 3 3 4 1↔201 Yuwe 1970s (Brace 1977:236) 3 3.2 15 4 1↔2 9 Garry Kasparov 1986 (Kasparov 1986:9) 3 3 5 9-10 Soviet Chess Encyclopedia 1990 A Queen has three
small pieces or two It's like Luke (Hooper Wide 1992:49). 3 1⭐2 7 13 1↔2 4 Used on computers 1992 the two bishops are worth more (Hooper and Whyld 1992:439) 3.20 3.33 5.10 8.80 Berlin 1999 plus adjustments to the openness of the location, Add 1↔2 points for Rank and File (Berlin 1999:14-18) 3 1↔4 3 1↔4 5 9 3↔4 Kaufman 1999. Pairs[7]
(Kaufman 1999) 3 1↔2 3 1↔2 5 1↔4 10 Kaufman 2011 Adds 1↔2 points for bishop pairs. 이들은 중간 게임 [8] 카우프만, 래리 (2011), 블랙 앤 화이트에 대한 카우프만 레퍼토리, 체스의 새로운 조각의 평가입니다, ISBN 978-90-5691-371-7 3 1⁄2 3 1⁄2 5 9 쿠르즈도르퍼 2003 (쿠르즈도르퍼 2003:94) 3 3 4 1⁄2 99 또 다른 인기 시스템 2004 (솔티스 2004:6) 2.4 4.0 6.4 10.4
33 3.04 솔티스(2004:10-12)는 이러한 유형의 분석 에서 문제를 지적하였습니다.4.16 4.41 6.625 12.92 [12.92] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [ 1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] The value of a fragment depends heavily on location[9] 3.05 3.33 5.63 9.5 AlphaZero 2020 [1] Note: If a value for a king is given, it is used when considering fragment
development, strength in the final game, and so on. Hanns Berlin's system world counterpart chess champion Hans Berlin provides the following assessment based on experience and computer experiments: von = 1 article = 3.2 bishop = 3.33 luke = 5.1 queen = 8.8 adjustments to the rank and file of the pawn, and adjustments to the pieces depending on
where the position is open. Bishop, Luke and Queens get up to 10% more value in open positions and up to 20% losses in closed positions. The Knight gets up to 50% in closed positions and records losses of up to 30% at the corners and edges of the board. The value of good supervision can be at least 10% higher than that of a bad bishop (Berlin
1999:14-18). abcdefgh877665554332211abcdefgh doublephone of different types (in Berlin). There are different types of doublephones; See diagram. The white double phone in the B file is the best situation in the diagram because if you proceed and exchange the phone, you can get the mobile without double. Double the b-phone is worth 0.75 points. If the
black pawn of a6 is in c6, you can't melt a double pawn and it's only worth 0.5 points. The double phone of f2 is worth about 0.5 points. The second white pawn in the h file is only 0.33 points, and the additional pawn in the file is only 0.2 points (Berlin 1999:18-20). Von Advance (multiplier of base amount) Rank isolated connections pass and connect 4 1.05
1.1.30 1.55 5 1.30 1.35 1.55 2.3 6 2.1 — Opening Rank A&amp;1 h files b and g files c and e files d and e files 2.0. 0.95 1.05 1.10 3 0.95 1.15 4 0.90 0.95 1.10 1.20 5 0.97 1.03 1.27 1.27 1.27 1.27 1.27 1.06 1.25 1.40 Non-rated a&amp;amp; h File b &amp;amp; g File c &amp;amp; f File d &amp;amp; e File 2 1.20 1.05 0.95 0.90 3 1.20 1.05 0.95 0.90 4 1.25
1.00 0.95 5 1.33 1 .1 7 1.07 1.00 6 1.45 1.29 1.16 1.05 When the valuation change threshold is first formulated in the final battle (Raleigh 1763:255), the relative toelecs of the piece will change as the game progresses until the end. The value of Pawn, Luke, and the bishop can increase to some extent. Knights tend to lose some power, and The queen may
be slightly reduced, as well. Here are some examples: In the middle game of Queen vs. Two Luke, they are at the same end, both Rooks are somewhat more powerful. With no other pieces on board, the two Rooks are the same as Queen and Von A Luke versus two minor pieces in the opening and middle games, Luke and two pawns are weaker than the
two bishops; It's like a director and an article, or it's a bit weak. And in the final game on par with the two articles, Luke and one pawn are the same as the two articles; Same or slightly weaker than bishops and articles. Luke and Du Von are like two bishops (Albert and Crogius 2005:402-3). The director is often more powerful than Luke on the undercard. Luke
is usually more powerful than the manager in middle games, who dominate minor pieces in the final game (Seirawan 2003:ix). As the system table in Berlin shows, the value of pawns changes dramatically at the end. In opening and middle games, pawns in the central file are more valuable. At the mid-and-late end things are reversed, pawns on the wing
become external passing pawns and become more valuable due to the possibility of promotion.' If there are approximately 14 material points on either side, the pawn values in all files are approximately the same. After that, the wing phone becomes more valuable (Berlin 1999:16-20). C.J.S. Purdy was valued at 3 1↔2 in the opening period, but scored 3
points (Purdy 2003:146, 151) in the final game. The disadvantage of the fragment evaluation system silman, diagram 308 abcdefgh87665444332211abcdefghWhite should not exchange articles with directors for luke and pawns with 1. Nxf7? There are drawbacks of any fragment evaluation system. For example, where directors and articles can be
exchanged for rooks and pawns is very common (see diagram). At this location, white should not do that, for example, 1. Nxf7? Rxf7 2. Bxf7+ Kxf7 This looks like an even exchange (6 points), but it's not because the two smaller pieces are better than Luke and pawns in the middle game (Silman 1998:340-42). Pachman also points out that the two bishops (if
you control both light and dark colored squares) are almost always better than Luke and Pawn (Pachman 1971:11). In most openings, the two minor pieces are better than Luke and Pawn and are usually as good as Luke and the two pawns (i.e. the late middle game or the end game) until the position is greatly simplified. Minor pieces play earlier than Luke,
so they adjust better, especially when there are a lot of pieces and pawns on the board. Luke is usually developed later and is often blocked by pawns until late in the game (Watson 2006:102). Sylman, diagram 307 abcdefgh87766554332211abcdefgh three minor pieces are better than the Queen, this situation is not very common in this position, but White
has exchanged pawns (10 points) with the Queen and three minor pieces (9 points). Three minor pieces are usually Because of their greater mobility than the Queen, the extra pawns are not important enough to change the situation (Silman 1998:340-41). The three minor pieces are as strong as the two rooks (Pachman 1971:11). Two small pieces and two



pawns are almost always as good as the Queen. The two Rooks are better than the Queen and pawns (Berlin 1999:13-14). Most of the system has a 2-point difference between luke and minor pieces, but most theorists see it as an exchange (chess), putting the difference at about 1#Value points. In an open position, Luke and a pair of directors are usually
stronger than the two Rooks and Knights (Kaufeld &amp; Kern 2011:79). Reshko vs Faibisovich, 1969 abcdefgh877666444332211abcdefgh Two queens may be duplicated on a crowded board This situation is very rare. Black is ahead by calculating the material, but in reality white is much better. White's Queenside is perfectly defended. White can slowly
build pressure on the weakened kingside of black. The extra queen of black has no target. The dark squared bishop of white is stronger than a manual rook in black on f8. Abcdefgh87766544332211abcdefgh the extra queen of white is an unnecessary principle of duplication of major pieces. Neither queen does what no other queen can. In addition, the
exchange (chess) #Value luke and minor piece compensation (chess) evaluation function has a material that justifies the common evaluation system note ^ pawn 2 by discussing the differences between chess endgames, in the final game 3 3 ↔4; Article 9 1↔4; Bishop 9 3↔4; Luke 15; Queen 23 3↔4; King attack pieces (in the final game) 6 1↔2; These
values are three and round ^ in the 1817 edition of Philidor's Chess Study, the editor (Peter Pratt) gave the same value. The handbooks of chess players and later books gave these values without explaining how they were obtained. He notes that the sculptural value depends on the position and stage of the game (Queen is generally less valuable in the final
game) (Stearns 1847, 34) (Stearnton 1870, 30-31). ^ Henbuchi de Schachifils (1843) gave von 1.5. Article 5.3; Bishop 5.3; Luke 8.6; Queen 15.5 ^ Lasker gave: Article = 3 von Bishop = Knight Luke = Knight + Article + 2 Von Queen = 2 Luke = 3 Article King = Knight + Von ^ Lasker gave such relative value for the early part of the game: Luke Von: 1 ↔2
Article Pawn: 1 ↔4 Bishop Pawn: 1 1↔2 Central Pawn: 2 Articles: 4 1↔2 Queen Bishop: 4 1↔2 King Bishop: 4 1⭐2 King Bishop: 5 Queen Luke: 6 King Luke: 7 Queen: 11 (Burgess 2000:491) Lasker adjusts some of these depending on the starting position, close to the centre pawn, With the director and Luke on the Kingside, More valuable: center (d/e-file)
pawn = 1 1↔2, a/h file phone = 1↔2 c file bishop = 3 1↔2, f file supervision = 3 3↔4 a-file rook = 4 1↔2 , h File Rook = 5 1↔4 (Rasker 1947:107). ^ In a new idea of chess, Evans initially gives the director a value of 3 1↔2 points (the same as the article) but three pages The theory on the subject of the bishop pair says it is actually worth about 1⭐4 points
more. ^ All values are rounded to the nearest 1↔4 point. Kaufman details how the value of knights and rooks changes with the number of pawns on the board: increasing the value of the article to 1↔16 and lowering Luke's value to 1↔8 for 5 or more pawns, while the opposite adjustment for each pawn reached nearly 5 points. Kaufman's experience in the
development of chess engines has helped establish scientific methods for calculating the relative value of sculptures. Working on the basis of the study of thousands of elite players' games analyzed by the chess engine: an additional improvement is to increase the value of the article to 1↔16 and lower the value of luke for each pawn to 1↔8 for each pawn
of 5 or more, with the opposite adjustment for each pawn and 5 short to provide the exact value for each pawn. ^ Stockfish provides accurate values for foam. Knight, Director, Luke, Queen 128, 782, 830, 1289, and 2529 at the opening 213, 865, 918, 1378, 2687. The opening is defined as the combined opening value of all pieces of the board except pawns
and kings (non-phone material) is less than 15258, and the end game is defined as a non-popon material greater than 3915. Unless it is an opening or an end game, the fragment value changes linearly between the opening and end game values for non-pawn materials. See Aagaard, Jacob (2004), Excelling in Technical Chess, Everyman Chess, ISBN 978-
1-85744-364-6 Albert, Lev; Crogius, Nikolai (2005), Just Facts!: Winning End Game Knowledge in One Volume (2 ed.), Chess Information and Research Center (W. Distributed by W. Norton), ISBN 1-889323-15-2 Berlin, Hans (1999), System: Chess, Gambit Publications, ISBN 1-901983-10-2 Burgess, Graham (2000), Chess's Mammoth Book (2nd ed.),
Carol &amp; Graff, world champion's approach of ISBN 978-0-7867-0725-6 Brace 7 , Kraftwell, ISBN 1-55521-394-4 Breast, Jose; De Firmian, Nick (2006), Chess Foundation (fully revised and updated in the 21st century), Random House, ISBN 0-8129-3681-7 Carrera, Pietro (1617), Il Gioco Deglisco, Militello: Giovanni de Lofi Yuwe, Max; Kramer, Hans
(1994) [1944], MiddleGame, Vol. 1, Hayes, ISBN 978-1-880673-95-9 Evans, Larry (1958), Chess, Pittman's New Idea (1984 Dover Edition), ISBN 0-486-28305,Riben 48305-Ribenvenko, Pal (2003) [1941], Basic Chess Ending, Mackay, ISBN 0-8129-3493-8 Fisher, Barbie; Mosenfelder, Don; Margulies, Stewart (1972), Bobby Fisher teaches chess, Bantam
Books, ISBN 0-553-26315-3 Hooper, David; Whyld, Kenneth (1992), Worthy of Sculpture, Chessoxford Companion (2 ed.), Oxford University Press, ISBN 0-19-280049-3 Horowitz, I. A. (1951), How to Win a Chess Opening, Cornerstone Library Horowitz, I. A.; Rothenberg, L. (1963), The Complete Book of Chess, Collier Kasparov, Gary (1986),
Kasparovgarzida Chess, Batford, ISBN 0-7134-55268 Kaufman, Larry (March 1999), Material Imbalance Assessment, Chess Life, 2006-06-29, originally kept from, Search 2006-06-29, Search 2006-06-21; Jfeldd Kern, Guido (2011), GrandMaster Chess Strategy: Amateurwomp Anderson's Position to Learn From Masterpieces, Chess, ISBN 978-90-5691-
346-5 Kurzdorfer, Peter (2003), All Chess Basic Books, Adams Media, ISBN 978-1-58062-586-9 Lasker, Edward (1915), Chess Strategy, Dover (reprinted in 1959), ISBN 0-486-20528-2 Lasker, Emmanuel (1934), Lasker's Chess Primer, Billings (1988 Reprint), ISBN 0-0-2 71 34-6241-8 Lasker, Emmanuel (1947), Rasker's Chess Manual, Dover Publications
(1960 Reprint), ISBN 0-486-20640-8 Levi, David; Newborn, Monty (1991), How Computers Play Chess, Computer Science Press, ISBN 0-7167-8121-2 Raleigh, Giambatista (1763), Osservazioni teorico-pratache sopra il giuoco degli scacchi, Bologna: Stampaa di S. Tommaso Dakino Meyer, Steve (1997), Director vs. Knight: Verdict, Batford, ISBN 1-879479-
73-7 Parchman, Ludgek (1971), Modern Chess Strategy, Dover, ISBN 978-0-486; 트루옹, 폴 (2005), 체스, 랜덤 하우스, ISBN 978-0-8129-3653-7 퍼디, C.J.S. 퍼디 엔드게임에 C.J.S. 퍼디, 사상가의 언론, ISBN 978-1-888- Yrawan 실만, 제레미 (1990), 플레이 위닝 체스, 마이크로 소프트 프레스, ISBN 1-55615-271-X Seirawan, 야서 (2003), 승리 체스 엔딩, 모든 사람 체스,
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